
Why not have your long distance connections made by ONE operator

rather than by SEVERAL. It is obvious that there is bound to be more

delay and danger of mistakes in the connection when handled by more than

ONE.
When you use the HOME your connection is made and party called by

the operator to whom you give the order. There is a difference.

THE BAY CITIES HOME TELEPHONE COMPANY is now offer-

ing TRANS-BAY SERVICE to its patrons.

SPECIAL NOTICE!
To call for a San Francisco Subscriber: Remove the Receiver from the

hook and insert your finger in hole in the dial marked "LONG DISTANCE"
and pull dial around once.

The Long Distance operator will answer. Tell the operator YOUR
number and the number of the subscriber you wish. The connection will be

made at once, while you wait. Hang up the receiver when through talking.

If you do not know the number of the desired subscriber, the operator

will get it for you and make the connection.

RATE
Fifteen cents for three minutes and five cents for each additional minute.

THE DIFFERENCE
No operators are necessary to make your connection. Make it yourself. No eaves
dropping; no delays.

There is no careless Central to pull out the plug and disconnect you. No one
can break the connection but yourself and the party you talk with.

Automatic Service does not get you out of bed at midnight just to tell you, "No
one on your line now."

Automatic Service is supplied by machinery which does not gossip, get nervous
or irritable. Hence it is always ready for business and never talks back.

Automatic Service cannot make mistakes.

Users of the Automatic are not obliged to rush downstairs to answer the phone
only to be told. "They gave me the wrong number."

Users of the Automatic do not have to ask anyone to "Ring 'em again"—just

press the button.

If you get the "busy buzz" you know the line is busy; you are not taking an-

other's word for it.

OUR DIRECTORY FURNISHES AN ADVERTISING MEDIUM THAT
REACHES THOUSANDS OF CONSUMERS

Do not push ringing button until dial has stopped rotating
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